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Appendix 1 (1908). Together with her husband Manolis Kalomiris, Chariklia Papamoschou performed his works for two pianos at his 1908 




Nocturne (1906/8)      M.  Kalomiris 
 
Appendix 2a (1908). Opening sections of the Nocturnes by 
Kalomiris and Chopin.   








Appendix 2b (1908). Middle modulatory sections of the Nocturnes 



















Appendix 4a (1908). Kalomiris, Romeic Suite bearing the 
dedication, ‘To my mentor Psycharis’. First movement: ‘From the 
Tales of the Grandmother’ (bars 1-4).  
 
Appendix 4b (1908).  Kalomiris, Romeic Suite. Final movement 
based on Psycharis’s poem ‘The Palace’ (bars: 1-6). 
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Appendix 5 (1908). The programme notes of Kalomiris’s 1908 début (known as the 




‘A Few Words’2 
The composer who today presents for the first time a small part of the beginning of his work 
has dreamed of creating a truly National music based, on one hand, on our pure Demotic song 
and, on the other, ornamented with all the technical means which are given to us by the 
tireless work of the musically developed nations: and above all, the Germans, the French, the 
Russians, and the Norwegians. 
In order to achieve the harmonic binding together of these heterogeneous elements, the 
artist thought it right to draw from our living literature, like the wreath maker who culls 
branches from this or from that tree and weaves his various kinds of flowers into wreaths. 
He [i.e. Kalomiris] doesn’t mean to say that the mingling of these elements should always 
occur in the same way. Not at all! Sometimes the national character may be discernible only 
very dimly or not at all, in the same way that art and ornamentation may give way to the 
simplicity of the Demotic song, so that you can hardly distinguish their traces. This is not at 
all important! In the same way that the poet is free to take his inspiration where he finds it, 
sometimes in national traditions and sometimes in international events, the Composer will 
sometimes approach closer to the National Muse and sometimes to the Foreign Muse. 
It is necessary to note here that the artist who presents his work for the first time today 
avoids borrowing melodies from our Demotic songs, except for the themes in some of his 
larger works (Romeic Suite, Ballades and others) and the melodies in some of his songs, 
[which] have been constructed on the rhythms, scales and the character of our Demotic songs. 
[This is] because he believes that the systematic borrowing from National melodies helps 
very little in the development of National music. In the same way, although one very 
frequently encounters Russian national melodies in the works of Tchaikovsky and 
Rubinstein, they are not considered truly national composers compared to the more recent 
ones (since Glinka had first shown the way) [like] Rimsky-Korsakov, Balakirev, Mussorgsky, 
Borodin, Dargomyzhsky and their student, Glazunov. One very seldom encounters some 
Russian national melodies in these composers but [one] can always discern [in their works] a 
trace/ an element of [their] National Soul. 
And this must be the goal of every truly national music: to build the Palace where the 
national soul will enthroned.  
Now, if the artist has used foreign material along the local for the construction of that 
Palace, it does not matter. It is enough that this palace to have its foundations on Romeic soil, 
and to be constructed so that Romeic eyes will first delight in it and consider it to be purebred 
Romeic palace. 
                                                 
1
 Manolis Kalomiris, ‘Λίγα Λόγια’, Ο Νουμάς (08.07.1908), p. 4.   
2
 The translation quoted here is based on Sheryl Little Bliss, Folk Song and the Construction of Greek National 
Music: Writings and Compositions of Georgios Lambelet, Manolis Kalomiris, and Yannis Constantinidis  
(Ph.D. Thesis: University of Maryland, 2011), pp. 96-98.   
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But whatever he begins and whatever he is engaged in [there is] one thing that the artistic 
must not ignore: Life: for this reason it is impossible for National music to sprout if it hasn’t 
been deeply watered by the living National language of the people. 
One can define the purpose of music in this way: to give life to dreams, on the one hand, 
and to represent Life as a dream, on the other. To accomplish this, it is necessary that 
whatever accompanies [this music] its external representation should always be alive and 
unforced. (This external representation is language from the phonetic point of view and 
language from the dramatic point of view, program in programmatic instrumental music). In 
this way, the mind of the listener without being fatigued with unnecessary work will become 
one with his heart, so that he can understand and feel at the same time, in order to gaze upon 
the supernatural which must be enclosed in any real music.  
It is obvious that for these aesthetic reasons, Katharevousa, (without mentioning the 
technical reasons which prevent us from accepting it in all its details which make its 
exclusion very difficult) with its false and artificial life, did not prove itself worthy of 
nourishing a strong literature, and thus will never be able to nourish a enduring music. (It 
[music] is the art [and] skill, which, after literature, has closest relation to language). Just as 
our literature did not really reach manhood until it escaped for the suffocating clasp of 
Katharevousa, so our music will only reach a certain height when it follows the great path of 
truth which was shown to us by the poet of The Journey [Psycharis’s book] and until it flies 
the great wings which were given to Romiossini by the poet of the Dodecalogue of the 
Gypsy! [Palamas’s poem] 







Appendix 6a (1908). The two versions of the poster of Kalomiris’s 





Appendix 6b (1908). The programme in French was the official 
version while the programme in Demotic was unofficially 
distributed by Kalomiris to the public shortly before his 1908 début. 
The verses of the song 3b, Patinada are by Kalomiris who on this 
















Appendix 1 (1916). The poster announcing the première of The Master Builder which also 
notes the Royal subsidy of its staging.  
Cited in Haris Vrondos (ed.), Nikos Skalkottas: A Greek European (Athens: Benaki Museum, 





Appendix 2 (1916) The first page of the 1917 edition of the Master Builder which Kalomiris 
used as a proof copy for the second revision of the work and which shows his attempts to 
























Appendix 1 (1920). The cyclic theme of the Levendia Symphony, Movement I (bars: 1-4).  




Appendix 2a (1920). Lithographic image entitled ‘The Triumph of Hellenism’ printed soon 
after the Treaty of Sèvres. It pictures Venizelos as an ancient Greek hero in a chariot flying 
over Constantinople surrounded by flying Nikes and muses. 
Cited in G. Kandarakis, D. Kartsakis and C. Manolakis, Ελευθέριος Βενιζέλος: Στα Βήματά 




Appendix 2b (1920). ‘Map of Greater Greece’. Printed shortly after the Treaty of Sèvres. 
Ibid., p. 68. 
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Appendix 2c (1920). The front page of the newspaper New Hellas a day prior to the première 
of the Levendia Symphony showing the telegram with which Venizelos announced the 
outcome of the Treaty of Sèvres to King Alexander. Note the way the double-descendedness 






Appendix 3 (1920). The Prime Minister E. Venizelos with King [Prince] Alexander at the Panathenaic (Olympic) Stadium in Athens attending 





Appendix 4 (1920). The poster advertising the performance of The Persians by Aeschylus on 















Appendix 1(1926). The cover page of the 
programme notes featuring the cast of the 
1926 Greek première of Histoire.  
Source: ASCA, Mitropoulos Archive, 












Appendix 2a (1926). The sketch of the stage design of the 1926 première of Histoire by 
Michael Marzouvanoff.
1
 Note the similarities with Panos Aravantinos’s design in Appendix 
2b (1926).  
Cited in Nikolaos Poriotis, H Iστορία του Στρατιώτη (Athens: Govostis, 1938), p. 2.  
 
                                                 
1
 The painter Michael Marzouvanoff was a Russian émigré born in Saint Petersburg in 1889. He settled in 
Greece around 1922 where he lived until his death in 1961. He took Greek citizenship and Hellenized his name 





Appendix 2b (1926). A sketch of the stage design (possibly for the 1924 Berlin performance) 
of Histoire by Panos Aravantinos.  
Cited in Haris Vrondos, Nikos Skalkottas: A Greek European (Athens: Benaki Museum, 






































Appendix 2 (1930). Free translation of the programme notes compiled by Skalkottas for the 




   Concerto for Winds (1929) 
    I. Allegro con brio  
 
The first movement of the Concerto [for Winds] is in a free sonata form. It begins with a 
distinctive rhythm that is extracted from its theme and dominates the entire movement. After 
its variation and the transformation of the various rhythms we come through a cadence to a 
second theme. The second theme is in lied form (a section – oboe; b section – trumpets and  




The development of the themes is short. It consists of an inversion of the first theme and a 
rhythmic variation of the second. The appearance of new harmonic elements leads us to the 
repetition that begins with the incomplete second theme. The place of the first theme, which no 
longer appears, is taken by a new theme, a kind of variant of the first that utilises the original 
rhythms. The coda of this movement is made of this latter theme and the second half of the 
second theme.  
Extended sonata form. It begins with an irregular (in terms of shape) appearance of the 




The various rhythmic, harmonic and thematic variations take us away from the initial 
irregular and restless appearance of the first and the second themes, and in particular from their 
first organic position, and bring us to a tranquil and symmetrical development of the piece. 
Instead of strict thematic development there appears here a new rhythmic and harmonic phrase 






II. Andante Cantabile 
Free variations in the form of an expanded rondo. These variations are based on 
interpenetrating harmonic fields. They employ ‘characteristic’ themes, which remain 
essentially independent of the thematic argument in this movement as a whole.  
 
 
The introductory harmonic material is also closing this section.  
 
III. Allegro ben ritmato e vivace 
 
 
Following a development treatment of the above theme, an extended melody played by the 
horns functions as a transition to the repeat of the opening. The coda is an augmentation of 














Appendix 1 (1962). The programme notes of the 1962 Competition.  
 
  
A TI=JENS TTCHNCLO.G{CAL INSTITUTE
1?d2 MUSICAL CCMPETIIION
CO,NCERT




IK ON,, THE AT RE A T H'E NIS
SUNDAY, DECEMBER '1 6r?t 196.2 - 1:1.00 A,M.
['rs'l
ioNcinr mnNt'g.eMs'Ht,r,nespieun, ART socrETy
JJ
ANNOUNCEMENT
The typographical presentation of the present programme, its illustra-
tion, the relative length of the notes on each colnposer, as well as the
'order of perforrnance of the works and the participation of the perfor-
mers in each work stand in no relation whatsoever to a hierarchical valua-
tion of either the compositions performed or their performers; they have
been dictated by practical considerations only.
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ABOUT THT MU$ICAI. GO.MPETITTON
Tlle couvielion that there are significact'creati.ve Bowers +v,siXableia Gr,eece" in the field of. Fregressive nr:usie, has been the sterliugpoint for the orgaulzatiou oI the 19.6* Idasicat Competitiou. Ti:e,
o{tireos Tecbnologica.l Institute, withis:its *Wivities in tlte field of .art,
lras already irtcluded ,several arnwi{estatious aisring at aselsting the
pr'omotioil of suclr rnusical values, asd Was planniug: tp extesd dter$
so :as to co$etr broadet trreas" Jn eoilnectisn with this ainn, it met 
'iviththe actil..e support and generaus assistance by the eomposer &trao,as
Fladjida'kis, which made possible the realization of a commo$ objeetiue,
Thqs tbe 1!)6? Musiqal Competition q'as, announced amo.rtg'
,Greelr corirposers, for the sqbrnission of a stiil u:rpubiished and $sper.
fornled ctramber nrusic composition {np tq 12 instr,urnertalperformers), rvritten in a pro,gressiye tnusieal idioru. Arnpug the l5
compositisns zubmitted until Aryust 31st, 196t, a <,F'irst SLag.e Jur).o(see p. 24) selected. 1(i), by ,S comBosers, tg be per,formed'at tod*y-s
couc.ert, Out of tliese, a broalXer <c5econd Stag:e Juryrr (see p; ?{ wlll
setrect two n'odis, to'bi an'arded. the tsirst ?nd tire Seconcl rEfadj:i-
dakis Prize,>, anrgrrsting tor (esxlr .1U,t)96 d.rs" arid" lQ,0(il .drs, (o'r
$ f ,i)$Lr aaii S B3B), whereas the other works will be awarded honourdble
rnentions. and rnentions. These.l(.I works will be, eopied eh transpa.
rarcies (provistonal edi.tiorr for both score and parts),, from rwhich
the necessary nuruber of cogles ga11- be urfld,€. The c,o:naprt- will be
lape recopded, so tltat non cofirmercial copies ,could be hoth kept iu
th€ ATI arcbi'*es and given to the €.pryp-ocqrs,[t has be-en possible to .secnre' fot thi6 eoflc€f,;E* ,the pa,rticipation
of performens {both soiolsts and ensembtres} aoroug the nmrt distiu-
guishe,cl ,avail4ble in Greeqe. Lukas Foss, Professor and" the U.C.L.A.
Univer.si{y of, Los Angeles {and successer to its cheir pr-er:iorrsly lreld.by Sch64berg)., eom.pCIser aud. conductor; specializing in the Bresentr
ation of conterspory cCImpositions includ.iug the na-sst extreme teodencies
has beeu inviled t9. ,cptdrlct the ueore' nutnerortrs eusenrbles: o{ t}ris
concert; the distioguisbed Greek pianist and cond.uctor G. fladjinikor,
has also been invited. a-p a ssloist,
Inmediately after fhe perforrnancs, the results of tlre competition
rvill be s,unouuced anil the priaes ,awarded. ATI b'elives that thisprojeet m.ay cootribute essentially to th.e, Bromotion si &lre :mEi[
objective, I. the recognition .o[ th,e, values in the realtu of contem-
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ATHENS TECIINOLOGICAL ITNSTITUTE (ATI)
t





-' President : C.A. DOXIADIS.
Vice-Presiclent : Ev. PAPANOUTSOS
Responsibie for the Musical Compet'ition: John G. PAPAIOANNOU
. 
Head. of Secretariat: N. ANALYTIS
FIRST STAGE JUEY




Lukas FOSS, U.C.L.A. Professor, composer and conductor, Chairman-
Fivos ANOYANAKIS, musicologist and music critic.
Gunther BECKER, composer, musical director of the Athens Goethe
Institute.
Yani CHRISTOU, copnposer.
Daryl DAYTON, ,musicologist, Cultural Attach6 of the U. S. A-
Embassy, Athens.
Manos HADJIDAICS, composer.
George HADJINIKOS, pianist and conductor.
John G. PAPAIOANNOU (ATI), musicologist.
Evangelos PAPANOUTSOS (ATI), philosopher and educator.












+ Gerl,rud DOUNIAS, viola
Akti DRINI. soprano
* Kate KALOGEROPOULOU, violin















'F George P,OUMBOURIDIS, viola
+ Costas SETTAS, violin
Sotiris TACHIATIS, cello
* Pant. TItrONIA'I'I)IS, violin
+ Spyros TOMBRAS, violin
Alex. TZOUMANIS, double bass
* Costas VLACHOPOULOS, cello
Conductor : Lukas FOSS
+ Members of the .ATHENS OCTET'
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YaNniS IOANNIDIS
Born 1930 in Athens. Studied at the <tAtlrens Odeion) with E. and
Sp. -nlrinAiios-ipiano); since 1955 at the State Musical Academy-. of
Vidnna: orgiln tgiaauattia 1959 with I{. Walter), composition with O. Siegl
aha -cernU"a,fo ;itti-E. Harich-Shneider. Cornpositicns : Piano Sonata,
String Quartet, Triptych for orchestra, etc.
T.,he Duo for violin and piano (1962) moves in the realm of free atonal-
ity. this mians tirat- btre stiict use of ttre twelve,to'ne row and its trans-
ftirmations is abancioned, in the conviction that atonality (q a sy_stenr
of an 
"5661ute 
equatity, and independence of the notes, as.well as of.un-
fimitid harnronic 
"o*-5inations),-having become an experiencg of whighwe are cc.,r,scious in tts t,otality,' can be regarded as self-sufficing. !].e
harmonic horr,ogeneity of the work is 1o! predetermined, but it depends
on the tromogenleity of the composer's intentions'
All three -movemarts of this work a,re characteristised by the develop-
ment of a central musical idea, of a the.rne. The first movement takes the
form of an invention; the seoond one, th.rough the addition of a subsi-
diary mr.usical trtrought, is orga'nized according to-a tri-partite form (ABA'),




Born 1935 in Athens. Studied wbh K. Kydoniatis and Yanni A. Papai-
oennou. Since 1956 indulged in the study of the musical civilizations of
the Fa,r Ensi, mainly Japan (understands Japanese). Since 1960 writes
rnusical criticism in two Athenian newspapers.
fn the t<7 HAIKU'sn (HAI-I(AI's) for voice 'and pizuro, on verses byihe sensitive ancl. .ettrereal YOSA Bu'SoN (1716-1?84), I trave followed no
special system of musical writing; if reasons of scientifi.,c precision makeit necessary, \rye may characterize it as <free atonal writingr. This e,ompo-
si,tion constitutes ihe s.econd of three similar sFlai-I(ain cyeles, which
consisb of 3-line verses of 17 syllabes. The first one is written on v€rses
by the lova'ble buddhist monk and wanclensr Matsuo Ba.cf,r6 (1644-1694),
whercas the third one is on verses by a plebeia"n without wickedness, bui
full of humanity and sensibiliby, Kobayashi Issa (1763-1828). AII three of
them are the fruit of a very great love of mine, caltred <<Japatu. I did not
write thsrefore, (for bread or am'blttion,> as Dyl,an Tnomas sai.d, but out
of love for Japan.
I may add ttfrat ttrese poems are untranslatable into any other lan-
gnage, so great is their conciseness and tho suggestive power of each word.
even'each syllable or sound in them. The musical form I folloued waS
inescapablyimposed by a ve,ry long farr.iliarization with this poetical g'enre










d6sha no kimi no
sasamegoto
Night that ends so soon
in the shallows still remains
one sliver of the moon.
As the spring rain falls
soaking in them, on the roof
is a child's rag ball.
Ah, the rains of spring!




kawazu no hara no
mada nurezu
Nashi no hana






go - roldri isogu
nowaki kana
Spring rain : as yet
the little froglets bellies
haven't got wet.
Pear blossoms
in the moonlight, a woman
reads a letter.
Scattered cherry blossoms lie
on the rice seedling waters:
stars in the moonlit sky.
To great Toba's hall
five or six horsemen hasten :
a storm wind of the fall.
(The last one depicts a ,medieval scene, painted somewhere in the
vast Toba - hall a scene, one might imagine, from the great war
betqieen the Taira and the Minamoto clans. It might well be this
famous nJuyei no Akio, the fall of the second year of the Juyei era(1188 A.D.); when the finally defeated raira elan evacuated the
capital).
(see also p. 15) Yosa Buson (1716 - 1?84).
Nikos MAMANGAKIS
Born in Rethym,no (Crebe). Studied at the nH.e llenikon Odeionir(Athens): since 1957 a,t the aSta,atiiche Hochshule for mr:sik* in Munich,
with C. Orff and Ir. Genzmer (composition). Has composed orchestral
qu.s:ic, chamber music, music for the ttreatre and for films, as well as
eleetrorric music.
The se6position of the <<Monologuel for unaccompanied cello was
completed in March, 1962. The duration of this wo'rk is about 10 min.,
and. not a r'eproduction or a continuatiosr of previor:r.s works of mjne.
The elementary mathernatlcal relations between the nunnrbers ?, b, B,
9, 2 play an important role in the assembling of the various sound strue-tures; the gr_aphic representations used lrave been so devised as to rend,er,
as thruthfi.llly as possible, the different nerrr tirnbres.
The form of tJt:s work ls, in its entirety, free frorn traditional patterns
or frorn established new techniques.
The free development of the sound materlal and the equitaible ex-ploitatiou of the sta.ndard muslsal parameters are not its oirly charac-teniatics. lwhatever nove.l element r was able to discover following a
serious study of the celtro, i.e. new timbres, otiher technical posaibilities,
etc., constituted a new para,meier for me, and r treated it with the
same degree of consequence, together with the dther elements.
r beiieve thatthe <Monologuel for cello does not belong to any of the
so-called new trcnds or new styles; ,not because I underesti.mate ilienr, butbecawe being a follower of a'known style or school (which may ensure
complac_ency or safety). is_ something r find too dogmatic, and I am tryingto avoid it at an_y coSt. Each new comgosition is-a new problem for-me,




Born 1921 (Braila,, Romania). Graduated as Civil Engineer flom Alheps
Technical University. WorfeA on music in Athens and in Pari.s (with
ffoneeeer. Milhaud-and mainty Messiaen). Worked with Le Corbusier
ior tZ""Vedrs. Works at the Experimental Studio of the French Radio and
Television. fnFoduced probability calculus, set theory, theoretical logic,
et alia, tO mUsical compbsilion, creating stoctrastic mu,sic,.symbolic mufJc,
etc. TVas awarcled the prize of 'the council of Europe' Lectures frequently,
ana .tnrrote tnany articles and essays on contemporary proQlems in music.
Worts; by l'rim perfonned in various festivals in France, Germa'ny,.Italy,poland.. iauan. -Swed.en etc. Compositions, for instruments: Metastassis,




Mechanization. as an abstract concept, involves acfiols, lOgiCal COr-
relations and num'erical calculus. Since the most remote antiquity, it has
formed ap inbegral part of musical composition. Tlre.-mu^sic of the a.ncienL
trag,edies, that of trhe christian trymnographers, of the Ronaissance poly-
ptroi:ists,'of the classic or the conlentpolary composets, all-aim at-the
iule, at 'surnmetry(in the trtte etymological ,serlse ,of tlris word),-ttrerefore
at, meCna-njzation-. The content of symmetry has ctranged with the millen-iums, trut this trend, stays unabated and a-q strong as the drive of tnr-
maniby.gut the awaren€ss aboutsuch a mechaniza,ttott ls very recent. It illum-
inates unexpectedly ttre achievements of the grea't art makers of the
past anC mikes pfosibie the creation of new musical structures.
- loAav's compbser is a pioneer who, out of necessity, poses ail pro-
blems afiesh, both thoee of form and those of sound-making. E€ing 
_in
ttriis way d.riven in the domain of the laws that crown structures, he
is wound up in the field of, <<meto'com"posi;tion>.
At the ircntiers of meta-composition, there is the problem of finding
the minimal compositional rules and structures; in nractice, especially
in the case of instrumental music, this is hovr this prorblem is posed :
On the one hand, in a given s'pace there are musisal i'nstruments
and human bein{s.
- 
On the other hand, there are methods of contact between ttrese
hunran beings a,nd the musieal insiruments, ttrat result in the emis-
sion of sound,s.
We take no other hypottresis into a,ccount. Theorsfisal;ly, this pro-
blem ean ,be solved by the probarbility calculus. My aAchorrip-dsl eonStit-
ute an example for such d solution (they wete first perforrned in Argen-
tina, rvith Prof. H. Scherchen conducting, in 1958).
But the generality of this problem necessitated an analysis and
cornputations by electronic computers, so that the process could reach
all its aspects.I wrote, therefore, a program especially for ttre IBM-?090 electronic
compufer of fBM-Fra,nce (Paris). The present two cornpontions were
computed .by it.
The firyt on€. of a duratlon of about 10 mln., is ealled KWorsl'na-
Amorstntal and has been conceived for four performers. The sub-titteST/4-i, 03W62 means : Stochastic music for 4 performers, No. 1, com-pleted on the Srrl of July 1962.
Ttre second one, of a duration of about 5 min., is called rAmorsim'a.-
Mcrsimal and has''been conceiv€d for ten perfonners. The meaning of
the subtitle can be undersbood in ana,logy with that of the first piece.
Ttre first cornposition is th first attemrpt of this kind trtrat was made
on the ibasis of a fina,ncing by IBM-France.
Ttre general progamme given to the computer allows for the deter-
mination of the following elements : duration of the movements tihe
composiiion consists of, density of sound events, and layout of the ins-
trumentation for each movemerrt.grr the other ha,nd, the following clraractcrisbics have been compui"-
ed for each sound event : the time of its emi'ssio?r, its attribr-ltion to this
4t
or that' ciass and to trhis or that instrument, pitch, velocity of gliding.
duration, and dynamic layout.
' Bibliography : <La Musique Stochastiquen by I. Xenakis, in nl,a Ite-
vrre dErsbhitiquel, special issue on nArts and l\fathematicslr, Pa,ris.




Born 1935 in Athens. Studied violin and music theory (graduated 1953to 56 in tlre various fields), as well as conposition and orchestration (with.
J.A. Papaioan'nou, graduate6 1961 obtaininng first prize) in ^ttlrens. $ince1961 in the <Meisterklaesel of 'che r<,Staatliche Hochschul€ fi.ir Musikl rn
Munie,h, with G. Bialas (cornposition). Cornpositions: ForOrctrestra: Suite
Overure, 2 ConcerLos; for choir and orch.estra: Delphic Hymn; for voice.
anct orshestra: sMelin (after Sappho); va.rious song5 and a cappell.a pieces;
numerous coinpositions for ctlamber music; ,incidental music for the the.
atre and for films. He uses twelve-tone technique in com,binatior-l n/ith.folk and modal elements.
Concerttno tor piano, strings and percussioz. It consists of thr€e
movements, vrhich are played wibh no brea.ks between them. It is mainly
trased on twelve tone techniques. freely used, a;nd on a prominentt projec-tion of it's rhyttrrnic structure. Arnong its main compositional feutures.
are: ths spiral use of the twelve-tone row, the frequant use of its selecta
form, aB well €s the iniermlngling of modal elements and of a variety
of rhythrns. Chords nsuall;'follou'. the layout of a harmonlq column.
The iirst movelrreiai is rn scrnata form, wibh s predominant'ly rtrythm-
ic charaei,er and a progressiv€ use of t'he ronr; it r:.ses mixed measures
u'itlr variable stre,sses. Ttl,e main theme is esrpoeed in the first 11 mea-
sures; rt is repeated, slightly varied, ,by the orctrestra, immedlabety after;
a shcrrt transitory episode leadrs to tfre second theme (m. 38 a.nd fouofing);
the develoi/ment (m. ?11 and f.) starts with the solo piano a.nd err'ds on a.ff 'by trtre orctrestra; the recapitula[ion (m. 104 and f.) !s a, condensed v€r-
sion of the e:rposition.
The second rnovement, tather free in form, is ma.inly ba-'sed on tf,re
melodic interval of a major second and on the harmonic interva,l of a.
major seventh. The third movement starts with an introdustion relaterl
to elemenbs of the firsl movement; it ls mainly bas€d on a progressively
variable rhytltmic quantity (4 to 8) and on long trills.
ThCOdOI ANTONIOU
Stephanos GAZOULEAS
Born 1931 in Larissa. Studied at the aHellenikon Odeionu (Athens)
with 1v1. Varvoglis, 194+52; since 1956 in the State Musica,l Academy s1
Viema (com,posilion with K. Schiske and H. Jelinek, conduct'ing wibfrlI. Swarowsky, piano witl 5tr. Wang). Indulged in lhe study of the Vien-
nese atoual Sdrool, mainly Webern, and also N. Skalkottas. Conapositions:
2 Siring Quarte[s, 11 Aphorisnrs for piano (publ. by Universal Edit.),8 Littte Pieces for two violins, etc.
The <Sir Lgria Pieees>> for flute and piano are, as is evident fronr
their tiile, a series of ,e:<preseive-melodic pieces.
The selection of the flute as 'a solo in.strum€nt was made on account
oI this instrument's peculiar tirnbrc, on ttre one hand, and of its relatively'
vride lange a"nd 'gteat mobility, on the other hand; thes'e prerequieites
were necessary for the performance of the melodis lines as written in this.
work.
The piano performs a role of accompanimeut, although it ns indissol-
ur'bly i'nterconneeted with the flu[e; this is partiy due to th.e stricl.
twelve-toi:e structure of this composition.
The twelve-tone row, on which this work is entirely based, is fir.st
expo'sed at the beginmng of the ,first plece, in the form of a. melodis
phrase.
Out of the six piecm, five are wriften on a dourble com,bination of
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vertical arld horizontal layout (2CO VD-HD), whereas one (No 1) is
written rn vertical layout (VD).I have aJso u^sed the twelve-tone system, in a stict or free form, in
several otber compositions ol mine.
Stephanos GAZOALEAS
George T.'SOUYOPOULOS
Born 1930 in A'uhens. First musical studies there (1943-48), then 1948-
54 at the <Athens Odeion> with Ph. Economidis, ttren freq studies in
Milan, aJrd, 1955-5?, composition studies with Hindemith in Zurich. Lives
in Munich since 1955. Works performed in Munictr, Baden-Iladen, Zurich,
etc. Compositions: Sinfonietta da Cameta, Sonata for solo violin, Trvo
Madrigals, Serenade, two Piano Toccatas, 3 Fragments Jor ctroir and
orehestra, etc.
Illusie lor Percussiotu Instrum€nts. Formal structure.
o. First Moaement. Appurent prime element : its duration of 1 minute
.(20 mea.sures of 4/4, wifib, the quarter note : 80 MM).
Essentiol formal elements :
1. R"hythmic structure: uninb€rrupted (rhythmic s€quenc.?s of predom-
inantly shorb values result in an essentially rapid tempo).2. Dynamics: according to well defined levels.
first level: forte (m. 1 to 8).




lorte (m.9 to 17).third level: piano (17. to 20).3. Sound density: medium (1 to 2); this is a consequence of the line-
arity of the rhythnr,ic treatment.
b. Second Mouernent It consisLs of six fragments (numberecl A to F)
and five paus€s in between them (numbered 1 to 5).
N.B.: bhe senseption of a afragmentr denotes here a form presenting
totality conden$ed in only one of ite aspeets; it is essential that such afragment has no concrete end; its end is only an interruption, wtrich
rather stresses the totality suggested by the fragment; in actual notationthis is sholvn by a sinnple, instead of dou,ble, bar line, as in the last bar offragment E: (See illustration on paoe 12)
' 
.Ttl9 or-ga.nic pa.u.ses beiween fragments belong to the previous as welias to the following fragment.(See table at bottom ol p. 12).
l'he tempo is the same for all fragnrents and pauses (quarter note=
60 MM). The tot'al duratio,n of this movbment is thei'efore 3' 39"; fra.gmenis
consist ot 4/4 m€asures. pauses ot 6,/4, 3/4 and 5/4 m€asures
Essentiat formal elemsnts.
1. Differenliation of timbre (each fragment dif.feretrtly orchestratecl).
2. Sound density : high (0 to 3)
3. Dynamics : by levefu (fragments A to D), anC differentiated accord-
iarg to minimal tinre values (fragments E arrd F).
4. Rhythmic structure : uninterrupted.
5. Real fempo : fluctuates between slento> and <molto mossoD.
c. Third moaement All esseztial elements of forms are com.prirsed in a
systematic delineation. as factors :
1. Orchestration : Oet€iminate or furdeterminate pitch instruments.
2. Pitch (range of sound space)




?. Treatment of the twelve-tone rowDuring this movernent all these elements evolve in different conrbin-
alions, on ttrc basis of a nine-number rovr (according to the number of
factors). itt a monophonic time sucserosion with a malcimal sound density(0 to 4); sound density is therefore. the main essential element of thG
movement, becaus6 it connects exprre.csively all other essential elemenhs.
Real tempo : fluctuates between nmolto mossoD and alento>.
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fn the first measure of this movement the <<rollingl of cll elersep6. ottho row starts at.ihe ,sam€ time. Because of ttre diffeimt texture ot eacfr
el.ement 
-they ao. not a.ll arollt with the s&me speed ; in this way, duringth.evolutioD of th€ linear time sequence, such <delaysu.in certain fer.ctors
result. in multiple rinterpenetrations> of f;hese factors.It belongs to the essence of this serial arrangemerrt of the elements(factors) that their <rollingl continues ad infinitum; there is, therefore,
no corncrste end of the folm; actually, it is even as if there vrere no begin-
ning, as well. The beginninl is the-return of the time sequence and-the,
end ie its disappeaning. The whole sequence is what ha,ppens between two
asyrrrptotes. The placement of ttre sequence within boundaries, however,is achieved through the linear time duration : in this eoncrete'case (the'
third. movement) with the rernainder of the giventotal duration minr:,s the
sum of the duratrion of the first bwo movernerr-ts, i.e. b' 11" ( : 9'60"-.(1'+ 3' 39"). Nevertheless, tihis precise calculation was noi foilowed in
actual practice, but when the <rollingn of one combination (concrEte'
sounds, low pitch, time value : 7 eigtrtr notes, density 1, dynamic levelF to f'F) was com,pleted, th€ sequence was interrupted, after 5'.8" approx-
The nendl of 'r,he composition :
( See ill,ustration p. 13.)
In this way tlig actual tott duraticn carne to 9' 4?" againsl the 10"(approx.) that wert: initial'ly given.
The apparent form of this (tfrird) mov€ment is precisely this (endD..(From &n essay by George TSOUYAPOALOS on his'
KMusic for Percussion Instrurnentst ).(The connrpoeition of this work was underfaken in conjunction with
a proposed film on the subject of ncolour as a result of the properties of
lightu, where ttre nrusic would not cornespond directty to the viisual im-
pressio,n, but would stand in a relation of counterpoint .to it. This fihn
never came into being, but an independent composition wa.s wriften, oul
sf which the ac4uat film music wou,ld result, following exberuive trans-
forrnations, revelsals, shortenings etc. The present aMus{o for Perctrssion
fnstrumentsn represents this first, fully autonomous vension of the pro-
posed film music. From ttre relations with the film, only the division in
three movementc, each of whom wa.s to rbe longer ihan the precediing one,
was retained heTein).
Anestls LI}GOTHETIS
Born 1921 in Pyrgos (East Romylia). High School Studies irt
Salonica, then 1942-44 Vienna Technical University, 1945-51 stuCies andgraduation in composition at the Vienna Musical Acaderny. 1955-62: 1l
fellowships ror special work and attendance of various seminars (Flome,
Darmstacit etc.). 195? worked in the Cologne Electronic Music Studio.
Was awarded ihe <Theodor Korner Ft5rderungspreis>. Severel among his
conrpositions (initia,lly serial, iately agraphicl) have been performed or
'broadcast, mauly in Austria and ltaly.
. 
Traditional western musicral notation has come into being in orderto serve the needs of 'the mrr,sical m€los of the periods during which il
was dweloped; 
'besides, :ts rela,tron i.c, llterary prot.otypss js evident : wetead it like a.n <lrdinary ,book, from left to right and from ttr,e topr to thebottom of the page, aceording to the way of reading a lfterary [exb. We
see, therefore, that tho rules of western musica,l notation, are ,borrowed,.to a considerable degree, from extra-musical domains. The relation, onthe other hand, of mwical notation to the auditive end result has re-
mained far from absolute identity : it often constituted a kind of short-hand writing, which rerair,Cecl the erperi€nced perform,er of the frame-
rvork that he was caUed upon to improvise gn, as was ttre caAse, e.g., during
the renaissanee and the baroque pe,lod, to a considerable extent.
Todzry, however, our sound horizons have beerr greatly wldened, es-pecially a6 regards the exploitation of the pcssibilities of timbre (in
contrast tn the [r€l6rs, which was form€rly the predominent element).
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The representa.iion oI these new 
-sounds is insufficiently served by tradi-tional notation, which is mainly a notation of notes (or pitches) whereas
Ior agogic concepts (e.9. Andante, ALlegro, ritarda.nto etc.), as well asfor dynamic or expressive coneepts it has to fai.l back in liberary rnea.rr.s(e.9. fulty written words or abbreviations).
The need emerged, therefore, for ttre creation of a new graphic re-
presentation lirat would serve more expedientty the requirements of the
composer's audirive imaginaticn (e.specially as rcgards new timbres); it
should atso liberate mu,sic from the aarshitecturab sturcture prevailing
until recently. which was also lrorrowed from another art form (archi-
tecture) ihat makes use of elements entirely different trom the flexible
and pliable material of music, i.e. sound, which lends itseU to fluid forms;it should, turthermore, provide the opportunity, to both ttre composer and
the performer, to diccover and bo invent, by way of e:$erimentation and
inr,provisation, new sound horizons. In this way the perforrner can parti-
cipate more actively to tho shaping of the work.
^ds a result of prolonged tria.Is and researeh, I came to the conclusionttrat appropriate graphic sound representations can be used in two main
"ways 
:
a) As psychologrcal associatiions between the visua'l impression and
its rend€ring in sound; this is, of course, not an exact correspond-
ence, still there are clear and reliable correlations, on th,e psysho-
.logical level, between these two worlds, the visual and ihe auditory.
E"xample : My work <Czhninotion> where, e.g., pointed foru--rs
suggcst correspondingly acute sounds, or fluid curves suggest con-
tinuouo and eveniy ctranging sounds, such as glissandi and the likr:.b) Grapirs can be considered as an dctive nucleous, as a source or
starting point for the end result in ,sound: this does not ,bear a
direct correspondence to the graph, but it results oui of the wayin rvhich the performers make u,se of the nucleus as a, catalystthat releases multiple transformations and combinations.
Examptre : My work <tVCbrationsn (see illustraLion), where the
simplest granhic ele.ment, the point, hars condensed in itself thequality and, partly, elso the quantity of the final auditive result.
Certainly, an infinity of other, intermediate illustnation possib.iliiies
ean be devised, but these find their integration around the two ,basie
types just descri.bed; it is, therefore, around those two poles that my
present efforbs a.re centered, in the realm of <gra,ptric music.):
Anestis LOGOTHETIS
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ANEETH AOTOOETH: rIAAMOI (1961) (TIAPTITOYPA KAI nAPTA)
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Composer  Title of work  Idiom  Award  Place of 
residence 
– study  
1 Theodore Antoniou 
b. 1935 
Concertino for 
piano, strings & 
percussion (1962) 




  Accolade  Germany 
2 Stephanos Gazouleas 
b. 1931 
Six Lyric Pieces for 
flute & piano 
(1958-62) 
Serial      
- 
Austria  
3 Yannis Ioannidis 
b. 1930 




Free atonal    
- 
    
Austria 
4 George Leotsakos 
b.1935 
7 Haiku’s for voice 
& piano (1961) 




 Accolade Grrece 







Both works are in graphic 
notation instead of 
traditional score and parts, 
in order to allow for 
considerable margins in 
improvisation. 
‘Hadjidakis 
Award’*   
(30,000  
drachmas 




Vibrations (1961)  
- 





Personal technique based 
on  selected arithmetic 
properties and 
experimentation with 














 for  piano, violin, 
cello & double bass 
(1962) * 
 
Structure of both works 
worked out on IBM 7690 
electronic computer; 




Award’*   
(30,000  
drachmas 






























Appendix 3 (1962). The members of the jury of the 1962 Competition – back row, left to right: Daryl Dayton, Fivos Anoyiannakis, Günter 
Becker, Lucas Foss, Jani Christou, George Hadjinikos, Manos Hadjidakis and John G. Papaioannou. The award-winning composers – front row, 
left to right: Anestis Logothetis, Nikos Mamagakis, George Leotsakos and Theodore Antoniou. Soure: Μουσικής Πολύτονον, 40 (May-June, 





Appendix 4 (1962). One of the series of parallel music lectures featuring American and 






Appendix 5 (1962). The programme of the 17.12.1962 concert in which Lukas Foss 













Appendix 1 (1966). The brief analyses of Schoenberg’s String Quartets No. 1 & 2 published 
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Appendix 3 (1966). Photograph of the organisers of the First Week. Back row, left to right: Yorgo Sicilianos , Gerasimos Antzoulatos, Yannis A. 
Papaioannou (Vice-President, member, and President of the HACM respectively), Günther Becker and John G. Papaioannou  (co-directors of the 
Studio for New Music at the Athens Goethe Institute; the later also General Secretary of the HACM). Front row, left to right: Karl Schulz 
(General Director of the Goethe Institute of Athens) and Giuseppe Ferrazzi (cultural attaché of the Athens Italian Institute of Culture). Source: Η 
Ημέρα (17.03.1966).  
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Appendix 4 (1966). Letter from John G. Papaioannou to Lukas Foss dated Athens, 














Appendix 5 (1966). John G. Papaioannou’s request for the American contribution for the 








Appendix 6 (1966). One of the Greek Musica Viva concert 















Appendix 7 (1966). The 1965 programme of the Neue Musik München series in Munich, a 
festival directed by Anton Riedl. Note that the complete String Quartets of Schoenberg by the 
Assman Quartet that were performed at the First Week had been performed in this series a 


























Appendix 1 (1971). Explanatory comments of the graphic notation that 
Antoniou used in Protest II. Cited in Theodore Antoniou, ‘Searching for a 
Theme of an Article about Contemporary Theatre Music’, Boundary, Vol. 2. 
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Appendix 4 (1971). Newspaper article entitled: ‘The Other Face of American Janus’ featuring a 
manuscript and a photograph of Skalkottas. It is subtitled: ‘A grant from Ford Foundation will 
allow the entire work of Nikos Skalkottas (1094-1949) – the greatest of the Greek composers – 
to be put together and published. On the left is the composer and on the right is the beginning of 





Appendix 5 (1971). The list with the names of individuals from the domain of arts and letters that Doxiadis gave to W. McNeil Lowry in 1968 













Appendix 1 (1975). Front row, left to right: Manos Hadjidakis and his mother; Françoise and Iannis Xenakis; the under-Secretary Minister of 
Finance George Lianopoulos (Xenakis friend from his student years) attending one of the concerts of the Xenakis Week at the Herodus Atticus 
amphitheatre. Source: CMRC.  
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Appendix 3 (1975). The opening of the Xenakis Exhibition. Standing next to the sound console,  
John G. Papaioannou  (in the white shirt) addresses the audience. Source: CMRC.  
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Appendix 4 (1975). Letter from Iannis Xenakis to Constantinos Karamanlis dated Paris, 
24.06.1980. Free translation from original in Greek. Source: CMRC. 
 
    
 
Mr President,  
Six years ago you issued a special decree that gave me back my Greek citizenship and erased 
the convictions of my youth. So, thanks to you, I was able to return to Greece for the first 
time after 27 difficult years of exile. Even though I spent this time in the friendly and 
beautiful nation of the French, who honoured me in 1965 with French citizenship, I am 
deeply grateful to you.                                                                           
My joy was great and I was ready to contribute with my powers to the [cultural] 
reconstruction of my home country under your wise and bloodless [peaceful] guidance. I was 
thinking – if not completely at least partly – to shift the weight of my artistic and teaching 
activities (I am currently a Professor at the Sorbonne) to Greece, so that the youth and the 
country could benefit from the quality and the international experience acquired from my 
entire artistic career. For this reason, I propose the creation in Greece of a Scientific Research 
Centre of Music
1
 that will be based on the model I have already established in Paris and 
which was financially assisted by the French Ministry of Culture and according to the official 
request by the  President at the time, George Pompidou.  
This would benefit Greece with a paradigmatic centre of innovation; one of the most 
progressive in the world for the teaching of music and composition and for the promotion of 
the latest ideas and methods, based on mathematics, physics, acoustics, the history of music 
and the latest computer technology. This centre, like the one I have founded in France, would 
be the flower of the most progressive artistic-scientific thought in music. 
My role in this centre would be similar to the role I play at the [corresponding] French 
centre, and I [wish to offer] my sincere guidance and my artistic creativity without any 
reimbursement, apart from the joy of contributing with my art to this country. I also believe it 
is a happy coincidence, knowing your genuine recognition of altruistic offers, that you are a 
[key] decision maker.  I cannot forget the honour that I felt when you came to Mycenae 
[Polytope] and when you expressed in public your sincere and interesting views that fully 
                                                          
1
 The underlining throughout this letter is by Xenakis.  
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rewarded the efforts of my colleagues and myself. Today I came – probably for the last time 
– to plead and to submit my final request to the Ministry of Co-ordination (The person in 
charge is Mr Souflias) and the Ministry of Culture, so that the centre I propose can be 
incorporated now and without any delay in the planned ‘Cultural Centre’, irrespective of the 
creation of the Music Academy, which once it is founded will be easy to merge.  This centre 
can start to operate immediately; without delay.  (It could also possibly be a good opportunity 
for me to reside in Greece permanently). Mr Kondylis, with whom I spoke, is willing to 
inform you about this matter – as of course am I.  
With the hope that this letter will have your favourable support, please accept this as an 






Appendix 5 (1975). Xenakis with enthusiastic members of his young Greek audience during 










Appendix I (1978). The programme notes of the Mycenae Polytope.
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PARTICIPANTS
TO THE MYCENAE POLYTOPE
O The Mixed Choirs of the University of Provence
Organization: Christine Prost, Roland Hayrabedian
Conductor: Michel Tabachnik
O The Women's Choir of the Argos Lyceum Club of Greek Wome4-
Organization: Maria Moustaira
Conductors: Stefanos Vassiliadis, Panayotis Skoufis




O Ensemble ol14 instrumentalists from the Orchestre Philharmonique de Lorraine
Conductor: Michel Tabachnik
O French Percussion Ensemble (6 percussionists)
Conductor: Sylvio Gualda
O Solo Percussion: Sylvio Gualda
O Narrators: Olga Tournaki, Spyros Sakkas
O Lighting of hills, gorge, floodlighting of ruins, halo over Acropolis, vertical beams of light
Team of Gregory Danalis
O Lighting of Tiryns, of hilltops, gorge, vertical pyramid of light beams
Aviation anti-ai rcraft proj ectors
O Movies (colour films): Thanassis Rentzis
O Original material (slides) for films graciously lent by Athens Publishing Co.
O Fires, fireworks, torches, special effects, special constructions
Team of Andreas Koutsoyannis
O Sound installation: Haralambos Kornaros, Tassos Kyriazis
O Loudspeakers (partially) and other sound equipment graciously lent by Greek National Theatre.
O Construction of tiers and platform: Viosol Ltd.
O Contractor for site layout: Elias Courtis
a Construction and offering of metal sheets: Stamatis Chryssolouris
O Musical instruments (mainly percussion, partially) graciously lent by the Athens State Orchestra,
the Greek Radio and Television and the National Opera.





Moving groups of young people from Argolis, and Army Unit from Nauplia, bearing torches.
Procession of inhabitants from the Mycenae region.
Herds of sheep and goats
o The following persons also helped very substantially: Anna Mitropoulou, l. Liakopoulos, S. Deyiannis,
S. Patrinos, D. Margaris (N. Tourist Organization). C. Economopoulou (Local coordination in Argolis).
Archaeologists Mrs. Crystalli and Dragona (Nauplia). Officers Achtidas, Tzouras, Xiromeritis, Georgiou,
Mezinis, Laskaratos. A. Skoufis (Municipality of Argos). K. Kanapitsas (DEH, Nauplia). Mrs l. Papantoniou,
A. Katsikea (Nauplia). Mirka Skara, K. Moschos, N. Kornilios, C. Panagou (Athens). The representatives
of the mass media 
- 
press, radio, TV 
- 
who contributed to the presentation of the "Polytope".
O Both the general artistic conception, and thedetailed formulation of allthe elements of the "Polytope"




Stephanos VASSILIADIS Spyros SAKKAS
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INTODUCTORY ADDRESS
This "feast of light, movement and music" that is being organized this year for the first
time 
-with the hope that it will become an institution - in the area of Mycenae, has a multiple meaning.The holiness of this space needs no explanation. lt is imposed by its earthly aesthetics; it is sug-
gested by tho kneading with legends that define the dawn of History. Of Greek History.
Yet thc.#Fct should be stressed that the artistic "genre" that will be experienced in this very space
- 
the spring of our proto-history 
- 
stands now in the front line of international creative endeavour;
that a Greek, lannis Xenakis, internationally recognized as one of the architects of 20th century music,
returns as a pilgrim, together with his collaborators from the Hellenic Association for Contemporary
Music, tens of centuries back, to find his inspiration and to pay a pious tribute to the undisrupted con-
tinuity of so many thousands of years; and that by using the most complex means 
- 
from the most
primitive to products of contemporary technology, from the most abstract to the most concrete 
- 
he
attempts a mythical feedback, addressing himself both to sentiment and to intellect.
It is not oqly the National Tourist Organization of Greece that endorsed Xenakis' idea. Many govern-
ment organizations contributed substantially by providing not only material means, but also drive and
zeal. And, above all, those that assisted this artistic effort did not look for tangible, immediate or indirect
benefits. lt was the idea in itself that moved them 
- 
the idea that we all hope will find its justification
within the holy space of Mycenae.
Panagiotis Lambrias
General Secretary




XENAKIS, lannis, composer, architect" civil engineer. Born in Romania 1921 to Greek parents. Graduated
as civil engineer from the Athens Technical University. Studied composition with Hermann Scherchen,
Olivier Messiaen, and Darius Milhaud in France and Switzerland. Took part in the World War ll resistance
in Greece. Condemned to a long imprisonment he fled to France as a political refugee; he lives there since
1947. In Paris he worked as a collaborator of Le Corbusier in architecture during 12 years; he participaled
to the conception and implementation of several projects as the Tourette Convent, the Baghdad $ta-
dium, the Chandigarh Assembly Hall. He invented stochastic music (based on probability theory), sym-
bolic music (based on set theory) and other musical systems based on various mathematical theories,
for the composition of instrumental, vocal or electro-acoustical music: he also used computers in com-
position. He invented various compositional techniques that became a sort of lingua franca of the avant-
garde. During his main 25-year long career he composed over 64 works, starting with "Metastasis"
(1953/54)and "Pithoprakta" (1955/56), through "Strat6gie" (1959/62), "Terr6tektorh" (1966), "Nomos
Gamma" (1967/68), "Antikhthon" (1971), to "Noomena" (1974), "Empreintes" (1975), and "Jonch6es"
(1977), to mention only some of his major orchestral works. Founder and director of the Centre for Studies
of Musical Mathematics and Automation (since 1966, Paris), and of the Center of Mathematical and Auto-
mated Music, lndiana University (Bloomington, lnd., 1967-721; associate professor for Music, lndiana
University (1!fi7-72); member of the National Centre for Scientific Research, France (1970-72); master of
lectures at the Paris University (since 1973). Among manydistinctions, hewas awarded the Maurice Ravel
Gold Medal in 1974. Honorary member, American Academy of Arts and Letters (1975). Doctor of Letters
and Human Sciences (Paris, 1976). Great National Prizo of Music (Paris, 1976). Beethoven Prize (Bonn,
1977).
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Xenakis and the Polytopes
Xenakis' unique achievement of creating and developing a novel system of music for our times is
based on two premises: ancient Greek thought, and contemporary science, mainly mathematics. The
first one 
- 
and especially the older, pre-socratic philosophy 
- 
permeates his work (a fact externally
visible even in the quaint Greek titles of his compositions) leading to an entirely new, yet historically
founded outlook concerning human values: humanistic attitudes, clarity of thinking, pure and austere
ethics (also influencing the creative process), strict control of an increadibly rich, ebullient imagination,
dominance of conscious free will, transcendentalism, ardent exploration of the deeper human self, quiet
and lucid overview of a wealth of philosophical systems from many cultures, all this 
- 
and much more 
-unified in a universal, yet pointedly personal synthesis.
The second premise, contemporary science, is not unrelated to the first: both are fired by thedesire
to achieve clarity, precision and orde.r to a superlative degree that manifests itself explosively as a sharp
cutting edge, a violent piercing quality, a burning flame that cleanses everything. Although concepts
from modern physics (e.9. thermodynamics), biology (e.9. genetics) and other sciences are often used,
Xenakis' central preoccupation with the tools of his compositional technique revolves around ma-
thematics: probability theory, set theory, group theory, theory of random walk, game theory; and many
other chapters from modern mathematics, in conjunction with such broader fields as cybernetics, systems
theory, information theory, have been systematically used, each one separately, as a basis for a
new system of composition (often computers, too, are drawn in). Each such system is totally self-
sufficlent, fully rounded up, and dictates everything that is necessary to organize the composition, in
all its parametres: it is a bold leap towards a new type of music, and Xenakis is so impatient with new
creation that more than fifteen such leaps could be worked out during his main, 2S-year long
career, each one lasting less than two years; in actual practice their duration, and their significance
in his total output, are greatly enhanced by the fact that he often returns to older techniques of
his, and also sometimes combines one technique with another, much more so in his more recent
period. This possibility of meaningfully combining several of his own techniques gives him now an
unsurpassed freedom that enables him to deploy an ever broader range of new music worlds. lt should
be stressed that the boldness of each such new, highly sophisticated "invention", as a thoroughly orga-
nized novel system of music, has no parallel in our times. What is more, the self-sufficiency of each of his
systems is such, that no elements whatsoever from the western musical tradition (except such external
features as stave notation and use of current instruments) are needed, or used. Grave misunderstandings
have arisen mainly from critics who believe music to be only a product of divine, uncontrollable, foetic
"inspiration", as to Xenakis' use of mathematics in composition: they think it should lead to mere dryness
and an "inhuman" quality, forgetting among many examples, Bach's sublime achievements based on
highly complex, still only partly deciphered, mathematical treatment, and the highest achievements
of the twelve-tone school. For Xenakis, the use of mathematics is not only no impediment whatsoever
to his highly poetic, visionary and burning nature, but helps him reach his sound dreams in a much more
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fruitful, organized, precise, explicit and immensely rich and powerful way than it would have been pos-
sible without it. lndeed, it helps him reveal and develop entirely new, unheard of sound worlds and for-
mal structures.
Not only Xenakis' music is not udryn, but it stirs up the greatest excitement and enthousiasm in
audiences all over the world in comparison with the music of any other avant-garde composer. On the
other hand, if responsible music critics and musicologists are asked to name the avant-garde composer
they consider as the top one today, many may mention Stockhausen, Boulez, Cage, or Ligeti; but a grea-
ter number will now name Xenakis. A recent survey of gramophone records showed that Xenakis'ones
clearly outnumber those of Stockhausen, who is his closest competitor, whereas composers like Pende-
recki, Cage, Boulez, Berio, Kagel and other leading avantgardists come lower on the ladder. All this
shows the widespread appeal and unique spell that Xenakis' music casts on both the broader public and
the specialist.
Xenakis' inquisitive mind did not stop at music creations only, - instrumental, vocal, or electro-acou-
stic 
-. 
He has gone further, beyond "mere" music, into a "metamusic", a cotlaboration of the arts
achieved in a way particular to him: usually mathematical tools serve to coordinate sound, light, co-
lour, movement, shape or other dimensions of a composite work of art he calls a "polytope". The result
is the f looding of man's two main environmental senses 
- 
learing and seeing 
- 
through the richest com-
bination of multiple and highly structured sensations: this is environmental art perfectly controlled in a
type of synthesis unique to Xenakis, with no relation to any known prototypes, historic or contemporary.
Although all elements in it are usually animated by a relentless vitality, quiet and thoughfulness are not
absent from these vast frescoes. A large album devoted to Xenakis' Polytopes has been published by
Prof. Olivier Revault d'Allonnes (Balland, Paris 1975). Starting with the Brussels Philips Pavilion (1958) of
which Xenakis designed the queer architecture, besides a "musical intermission": "ioncret PH", he then
showed his "Montreal Polytope" for4 orchestras and lights (1967);the "Hibiki-Hana-Ma" tor a complex
audio-visual spectacle for the Osaka Expo (1970); then the Persepolis Polytope (1971), a large scale
environmental feast in the night landscape of the ancient Persian capital; "Cluny Polytope l" in the me-
dieval abbey of Paris with laser beams and other visual effects (19721; another, very different version of it("Cluny Polytope ll" 1973); and this summer his glowing "Diatope" (1978) in front of the Beaubourg
Centre in Paris. And now he presents his 8th Polytope, the one specially conceived lor a revival of the
great mycenaean civilization, the first truly Greek one: the Mycenae Polytope (1978), the result of many
years of efforts towards this ideal, a highly composite and unified synthesis of several older compositions
of his around early Greek and mycenaean themes together with new musical material, plus a great
variety of visual effects at an unprecedented geographical scale for the entire landscape of Argolis,
from Tyrins and Argos to the mountains around Mycenae, an environmental event at the grandest scale
with the active participation of the local population and even symbolic herds of goats and sheep.




The extraordinary civilization of the Mycenaeans is, together with thatof the Minoans from which they let
theirs become impregnated, the first form of high level European life. lts deeper nature is two-faced, and
is reflected in the virtues and miseries of the Olympian gods: one face is incarnated by the magnificence
of the individual hero-king in an imperfectly hierarchized society, the other by the multiplicity and the
fragmentation of the kingdoms that contest each other interminably, as this is demonstrated by archaeo-
logy, by the lliad, or by history. These two aspects led, a thousand years later, to the original societal
structures, the democracies of Greek cities. Dialectically opposing each other, they determined, since
that time through the millemia till today, the realities of the lndoeuropean civilizations kneaded with col-
lapses and revivals. They form two natures, closely intertwined around each other, like a genetic double
helix. The course of European civilizations first, now of those of the entire world, is to be found in germ
in what was initiated by the Mycenaeans.
For me the apprehension of this universe starts with its artistic expression. Actually, I believe that
only art can lead to the heart of knowledge, because of this immediate magnetization that absorbs
whomever finds himself face to face with the objects or the phenomena, whatever they are. When I say
knowledge, I mean the one conquered both by deduction and by immediate revelation. This is the uni-
versal and interindividual power of the artistic fact.
My first contact with Mycenae took place during a school excursion when I was 14. ln front of the
beauty of the site, of the cyclopean ruins and of the strange tombs, I experienced vast and implacable
impressions. What I saw looked familiar, but also extraordinary, as if it belonged to another world. I
buried this memory very deeply. Then, forty years later, as soon as lwas free to return to Greece, the first
thing I did was to visit, now as pilgrim, this same place, driven by what I instinctively felt was necessary
and primordial. ln the mean time, it had been proven that Mycenae was really a golden link within the
chain of Greek civilizations. Yet nothing had changed. The desolation of death associated with this
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civilization had remained immobile in its case of ruins left by a history filled with rancour and oblivion;
these ruins, however, are sufficiently vivid and evidential to shout at today's powers their own vanities
and arrogance and to remind the Greeks both of their stunning historic c<lntinuity through at least 3600
years, and of their resulting obligation to createoriginal lifeforms worthy of the five summits of their past:
.-the"the achaean (mycenaean), the archaic, the classic, the hellenistic, the byzantine. lt is precisely dur-
ing this second visit that it came to my mind that I should attempt an artistic revival at the scale of the
acropolis and its site, a sort of Mycenae Polytope.
Today this idea has come off and the elements of this revival are: a) the music to Aeschylus' "Ore-
steia", that of the songs of Sophocles' "Oedipus Coloneus", and that to Euripides' "Helene", uniting in
this way high summits of the Achaeans as seen by the Athenian sth century B.C.; b) texts from Homer
and from linear B script tablets pronounced according to the phonetics of their time; c) luminous ef-
fects produced by anti-aircraft projectors and other means; d) hundreds of young people carrying tor-
ches and sketching in the fields or on the acropolis shapes loved by the Mycenaeans; e) herds of goats
or sheep bearing little lights, with the symphonies of their bells; f) the music of "Persephassa" for 6
percussionists, dedicated to the chtonian deity, and that of "Psappha" dedicated to Sappho whose lan-
guage, aeolic, is a direct parent of achaean (mycenaean); g) finally a computer music specially com-
posed for the Mycenae Polytope; h) but in such an event, the inhabitants of the region of Argolis had to
be included in two ways: through the mobilisation of its children and young people in the choirs of the
"Oresteia" and "Helene" and in the lumious patterns, and through the final processional march of the
neighbouring populations bearing the enlarged funerary mask of the Achaeans.
The Mycenae Polytope project involves also radio and television discussion5 at a national scale,
held by internationalspecialistsand artists assembled around this civilization. lt inangurates a new chain
of international artistic feasts where the ancient and the contemporary are mixed. Here at Mycenae,
History and Art will be henceforth amalgamated.
r.x.
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MYCENAE POLYTOPE - GENERAL PROGRAMME
1st Soud interpolation
Narration in mycenaean language
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he sets in movement a procession in the sanctuary of Zeus, brings presents, carries(?)
for Zeus. . .
g::: t=J;'fl|1T)'"ffiil1:;"1:3:n 
the misfortunes of Herene, on the rosses of the Achaeans
Choir: Lyceum women of Argos
choir preparation: stephanos Vassiliadis, panagiotis skoufis
2nd Sound interpolation
Narration in homeric language, lliad, canto l, verse 1-5 Sing, goddess, the wrath of Achilles. . .
1".*f*: for percussion. Sotoist : Sytvio Guatda
3rd Sound interpolation
Narration, lliad, canto Xll, verse 241-244
. . . one presage is best, to defend one's own country. . .
::i:P':*;f l;;il:""1;";;i1lJ;J'"::tlf,""
Choirs of the University of Provence, instrumentalists from the Orchestre Philharmoni-
que de Lorraine
Choir leaders: Christine Prost and Roland Hayrabedian
Conductor: Michel Tabachnik
4th Sound interpolation
Narration, lliad, canto E, verse 855-864
Duel of Diomedes and God Ares
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fglsgntrassa lor six.percussionists, French Percussion EnsembleContluctor: Sylvio Gualda
Narration, lliad, canto XVl, (excerpts)
Apollo strikes Patroclus, his weapons and breastplates fall down, Patroclus is like
paralysed, Hector destroys him.
5th Sound lnterpolation
Helene (Euripides), verse 1 137-1 1 64
Do gods exist? They are so unsteady! Still, one has to give them preference over
mortals. Those who resolve their problems by the use of weapons, rather than by
discussion, are mindless. Hence Troy's loss in the flames.
lnterpreters as above.
Narration, lliad, canto, XX and XXll (excerpts)
Achilles' wrath, duel between Achilles and Hector, Hector's destruction, Hector's corpse
is outraged by Achilles. Hector's loss sounds the implacable capture of Troy by the
Achaeans.
6th Sound lnterpolation
Helene (Euripides), verse 1495-1 51 1 )




Narration, in mycenaean language: enumeration ol furniture items, objects, and chariots, that formed
part of the booty of Troy's conquerors.
Procession of sheep and goats, herds bearing lights and bells, symbols of the people
and of their bitter-sweet destinies.
Orestia (Aeschylus), suite for men's, women's, and children's choirs, and 14 instrumentalists
Agamemnon: his return to Mycenae where he is massacred by Clytemnestra
Choephores: Orestes and Electra invoke Agamemnon's soul so that it would assist
them in their vengeance. They massacre Aegisthus and Clytemnestra.
Eumenides: The Erinnyes pursue Orestes to Delphi, he takes refuge in Athens, he is
acquitted there, the Erinnyes soften, the people bursts into joy.
Mixed choir of the Provence University, instrumental ensemble of the Orchestre
Phi lharmonique de Lorraine
Choir leaders: Christine Prost and Roland Hayrabedian
Argolis Chi ldren's Choir
Choir leader: Stephanos Vassiliadis
Conductor: Michel Tabachnik
Narration, in mycenaean language
Y{, T O,TAT I- \Y 7, T,ff E, HqF,('b E,D Y, TY 1E, T 'H'.
i-je-to.qe Fo-ri-lq-i-jo o- re-1€ wa-tuldo-na-qe be-ne ts-ne-h4-gc- 4_ ke
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he sets in motion a procession in Poseidon's sanctuary, he leads it to the city, brings
presents and directs?
EGRESSION
Pious commemoration through a general torch-bearing procession, headed by a "trisopsi" (three
funerary masks of Achaean kings); the choir and the children distribute twigs and plants to the spectators
who are incited to sing and to make percussive noises by shaking small metal sheets.
During the performance,long-range projectors with anti-aircraft light beams will crown the Acropolis
of Mycenae, while tentacles of light will caress the hilltops of Prophet E/ias and Zara and the western
plain. A finger of light will be emitted from Mycenae in the direction of the ancient acropolis of Larissa
in Argos, whilst other fingers will illuminate the Larissa casf/e and the acropolis of Tyrins locally. Colour
films of Mycenaean finds will be shown; a fire will be lit on the hilltop of Prophet Elias by youths from
Mycenae; children and soldiers bearing torches will evolve according to patterns beloved by the
Mycenaeans, in the fields and on the Acropolis.
Allthis, and more, is spread throughout the performance.
Young people and the population of neighbouring villages, of Argos and Nauplia, herdsmen with
their herds of sheep and goats, as well as a unit from the army stationed in Nauplia, are graciously parti-
cipating.
The ancient Greek text ol the mycenaean script and its french translation has been
established by
C.J. Ruijgh
The music to Helene and to Oedipus Coloneus follows faithfully the prosodic melody of the attic
language of the Sth century. I have taken Into consideration current research on this subject. Harmony
is based on Aristoxenos' and Euclid's music theory, and on the tradition of greek folk music. lndeed, I
am convinced that ceitain forms of polyphony existed during the classic period. The pronunciation
of these texts conforms to the latest conclusions of the study of the phonetics of the ancient attic language.
On the contrary,the vocal music of Orestia is more free. lt, too, however, is based on a continuous
thinking about this subject. Aeschylus' text is the ancient one, pronounced according to the phonetics
of today's Greeks.
The seven sound interpolations have been composed using the new "Polyagogic" composition
system (minicomputer and plotter) we have developed at the CE.M.A.Mu (Centre de Math6matique et Auto-
matique Musicales) in Paris. They have been specially conceived for the Mycenae Polytope.
The Narrations of Mycenaean and Homeric texts are pronounced according to the correspond-




I would like to express my special thanks to the following personalities that offered their willingness
and the means for the realization of this composite visual-auditive event:
The Secretary General of the National Tourist Organization of Greece
Mr. Panagiotis Lambrias who gave the definitive thrust for this event,
the Minister of National Defence Mr. Evanghelos Averoff,
the Minister of Culture and Science Mr. George Plytas,
the Hellenic Association for Contemporary Music who undertook the organization of the Polytope,
the General lnspector of Antiquities Mr. Nikos Yalouris,
the Nomarch of Argolis Mr. Thanos Habipis
as well as all of their collaborators who helped furthering this project.
Mr. George Babiniotis, professor of linguistics.
I should also add the various cultural associations of Argos, Nauplia and the villages of the area,
the President of the Mycenae Commune Mr. Ghristos Kosmopoulos, the heads of the technical teams
for sound, lighting, electricity, film making and projections, construction work and utilities, and their
collaborators.
One ol the main catalysts for this Polytope has been Vasso Devetzi, who initiated a meeting of the
interested parties. But nothing would had happened without the tireless interest and the long-range
effort of my friends John G. Papaioannou and Stephanos Vassiliadis who coordinated everything within
and outside Greece, with such devotion and love.
To this I should add my thanks to Michel Tabachnik, Sylvio Gualda, Christine Prost, Roland Hayra-
bedian, the students of the'University of Provence, the interpreters from the Orchestre Philharmonique
de Lorraine, and the young people of the French Percussion Ensemble, i.e. the members of foreign
participation.
My thanks also go to the artistic members of the Greek participation that comprise the Women's
Choir of the Lyceum Club of Greek Women of Argos, the Argolis Children's Choir, taught by Stephanos
Vassiliadis and Panayotis Skoufis, the narrators for the ancient and modern Greek texts Olga Tournaki
and Spyros Sakkas, the technician for lighting and illuminations Gregory Danalis, the donator of the
sound producing metal sheets Stamatis Chryssolouris.
I also address myself to the torch bearing young people, the young
the participating crowd.






Appendix 2a (1978). Audience attending the Mycenae Polytope. Source: CMRC.  
 
Appendix 2b (1978). Panoramic view of the Mycenae Polytope. Source: Markos Hionos, 





Appendix 3 (1978). One of the rough sketches by Xenakis. Cited in Sharon Kanach (ed.), Iannis  Xenakis, Music and Architecture  (New York: 




Appendix 4 (1978). Xenakis with the Greek troops and the local authorities at Mycenae. 



















Appendix 1 (1979). The inauguration ceremony of the Word Music Days in Athens officiated by the  
President of the Hellenic Republic, Constantinos Tsatsos. Source: CMRC.  
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     Appendix 3 (1979). The setting of the work Espace IX: Philopapps  by the French  





Appendix 4 (1979). Programme of one of the festivals organised by the Greek Musical Cycle: 
entitled: ‘Musical Week: Towards a United Europe’, featuring – as stated – a ‘musical mosaic 







Appendix 5a (1979). Cover page of the programme notes of the ‘Treasures of Greek Music’ 
Festival in Utrecht in 1985. It features the ‘Harpist of Keros’, a white Cycladic marble 
statuette (ca. 2800 BC), which, as the programme notes states, ‘was chosen to emphasise the 









Appendix 5b (1979). Forward to the programme notes of the ‘Treasures of Greek Music: A 
Global Greek Music Festival from Prehistory to the Present’ by the Minister of Culture 
Melina Mercouri. Source: Ionian University Music Library: 780.79495.  
 
tAppendix 6 (1979). John G. Papaioanou's proposals to the Greek National Committee of the
1985 EMY. Source: Skalkottas Archive.
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4q:,*irre Rietiln*.,,.*{..*}#r th*t }}*.,.}:f,S's{gr ?ubJ"it *an menta}lf conatruct" fn thiE
connection, uithout,heing ped**tic, I i*ieh to stress the ir*;lmtaace, in musicaL
ed.u*:ation of hoth gaung:er peaple ar** the breader publico sf inte3"l.iger't1y rsm-piled and preeented diqff3llHl gletf$,llggr p!tq,Lp,F, and oth*r d*ctlrsentarp. raai.erial.
Y.rl$rlf taAl'rlol*r |.l*lrg*t.t. F{YC} ttrOYAt r*}f{ 




Snniv*rss,ri*s. So t"he ftoffi*istrtt anniverssri*e of $chfitr, 3**h, I{f;n*u},
$$XSTgtXf;*E: Se*g, serrera]. m*'rs, inp*rtant sn*s r*ag b* sd#*d". Frenck s*ur**a
ri*htty stress.in s$ ui.ex, S3"d*rent {,, ngq*:[* {S** }*ers} although bie yaar nf,birtb, 1485, is anls prob*blr, not *$:i** *efini.ts. S.l** Jesa €iq$.frL*r & **n*p*ser-xhoixfl''*noee;xho}*ira*h-*i-rcn.1335{6l*g**r*}iEffi'{illi#*fi$*t
A s*srub ihrcxgb d^ictiun*ries €$S *rnyclnpedias x*11 eurblg reveaS. gufte a
nr.&ber uf otJrer important S\rropea* csfiUns*rs rrhcse anniv*rs€Jri#s ahsu].d be ne*
metrbered*
In r*njtrnciion r*ith l{o. f, ah*v*, I xhuu}d, }ike ta proposn kgg * pr.oiert sfrrgm w*}I*horurr *nsterpiE**n sf, Str.:.rs$sar,i {r;efe im definitive {doec #uch *tkit6 wist?) performatrrss&tt, 
. 
n.n& mu*h l?*sPe ths sr*iting p*nmibilitf *f, gg
a}}.*n {or u. *priffi,.,$f &}Fuaq} *f greroophsns rsr*rds ts, b.* *ntit}s{ *rf.hs unklrswrlffirij.acmffin*afi.rgt*e]"**tianff"{?rae*]"€st'nor€F=6F'lg;E'ff#
frExfrt*,Tff*S$Ffr=ffiAt=thE*f$It*HE$TE$*i$*ffifitfiT*trffifr*Toxgrqr en* tbar thi.s i# "snl*i"p first s*lectisln* Serfgrss.ils.ssr sf n$Krstr *halrld b* *xaanp}arlr, *n& the
teehn*que dig"ital.. Itlblicis f*r thie **ri*x should. b* extrmp3y tar*fnl and
*id.*sprsad*
6" hcps*xtion af Scntecnpsrsry Husi.c to s bro*Sen publie. Sgchniques f,pr achJ.eving
. lx.lg,$E*:s5:.!IgsrlBlrrrlrrrar:.!lg:sr$tt,.$g*iF;rs#49!as*rgs=iFii;F*g*:asg**$t:!s*f$tggi*El:3
*y- tFiE-gS€-gFEATI}-ffiffES6fitiATES;*6fEAn*vEr$'*pnmefful; aildr *;L-flRlte nr the wide-I , tpread neg*tiv* bsliefs that tbere ere iahenpnt frifficulties in peruxedirr,g: a
ihr*ader putlic t* **cept an* *njoy c*ntetr$#rsrlr masisr *lri,s l* gui*e d*fivlitel;r
\ pansible, ind"ee.d ndvant*g,sor:s" I am stlre nn*Jgt *sx:*triee p*n#H*x y:o*i t.irre ex*$erienca os th*s and *or.lld n*c} tbe*r !<n*r*].ed.g* aad trsr.our*ea ir:tc a Sgiig[I].uetrstes prb1i..c*-tiqn tggfl s ery n*pnrt) s*cesef&L* t* tb* br*ad pubfi* ***
adminicirgt*rs end pl*"trrr€Fs* *,r*und, titis prabli,*ati*n, * conf,ere$**, LL*
netrf,*s$^ by an sd hse fnntiuxly *sul* il}lminate h*xr HlWl hor mu*h, when, et-e .
cwethirry like tki.s s*rrld br *btainsd."
t sc hqppens thnt $reee.e psseess*s *,391 J?i X,*fy- q,**#**trs exp*ri*R**f qr"rite trn*
r *et**}S *n this. Sree** x*ul,* kp wi3.lin6 ta irr**:'p*rate l,eie zn tlre br*xder
*kwr* $ust sugge***S,, If this d*es not *,sk* p}"a*e, fircs*e r**&:.d bx willir.6 t*
;pr*vi&e *#g llr,hl$tral,Js_#,Akl*fipticn iu*t xugg*xi*fln s*r]ser!?ing i** oxn er*peri*n** sn it in s*n sf i*s fEativ*tra fsr H[{Y S},
i*"S. ths sFrstivslr Sh-e lFresxurps nf, Sreek Suai*rr {in Strecht *r Siiss*3"{orf},
i It ie e4pe*ted tkat nnf,ff. hishly g,t*n*1,;l-llp, ,Bp*m,tgr 6f intar*x* t* maybe al].
I Blropean *s\rstri,**, nsn b* mede*
:"{
?.'.,rsecs interr$,s ts tr$ ailS urg*n*.rs safiBstMrg sinilsv tr "!.q ff##*##*1q,,.&I*ffi* 1lS-"
*r sFa;i.t*s d.; Ia Susiquen af France, aa ftre*ee lrss al**adp f,**l-ered. Bat thi*.rs,.*rst#*F='if,ficient and camplete, if , as Sr ft" firdgrire uugg:*nt*dncsn. s* IESrle m*cn more e
sealf,+}, fq#[* are prnvi*ad in cr$*r t* hx]p o,rg*niu* this sa * brsa$er sse,]"* r tc
*].I i*ternntsd" countri*s. Sra*ss helieves that a sum rf* #affr ffi 4*rS0# te
$*rn*S $er pertic*peting *crntry nould greatly *nhan*p fhi"a ixter*stj":ng pr*je**.
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